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5 To encourage readers to approach this activitysystematically andwithoutpreconceptions
about what they are'supposed to find', there are no 'answers'provided in this chapter.

However, Chapter 10 includes some observations on the uses of oh and well" and frustrated

readers who do not have a teacher to help them will find a full account of discourse

markers' functions in English in Schiffrin ( 1987).

)

Hidden agendas?

Critical discourse analysis

The approaches examined in Chapters 7 and 8, CA and interactional sociolinguistics,
were developed to analyse interactive talk. They are not generally applied, nor are

they readily applicable, to the analysis of written texts. The approach examined in
this chapter, by contrast) criticai discourse analysis or CDA, can in principle be applied
to both talk and text. Indeed, it is very much a 'textual' approach, which has most
often been applied either to writing or to certain kinds ofspeech: analysts tend to
work with 'institutional' rather than 'ordinary' talk, and many are particularly inter-
ested in the language of the media.

These preferences reflect CDA's concern with the 'hidden agenda' ofdiscourse,
its ideological dimension. This is an approach to discourse analysis in which the nvo
senses ofthe term discourse discussed in Chapter I (the linguist's sense and the critical
social theorist's sense) are equaliy relevant. The purpose of analysis is to show how
discourse in its frrst sense (language in use) also functions as discourse in its second

sense (a form ofsocial practice that'constructs the objects ofrvhich it purports to
speak'). Institutions, including the media, are important sites for the operation of
discourse in its second, ideologically significant sense, and that is rvhy institutional
and/or mediated discourse features so prominentlyin the work of CDA practitioners.

As I explained in Chapter 4, the 'critical' in 'critical discourse analysis' refers

to a way of understanding the social world drawn from critical theory. Within that
paradigm reality is understoo d as constructed, shaped by various social forces. These,

however, are frequently'naturaiized'- in everyday discourse, as opposed to critical
discussions of it, reality is presented not as the outcome of social practices that
might be questioned or challenged, but as simply'the way things are'. Naturalization
obscures the fact that'the way things are'is not inevitable or unchangeable. It both
results from particular actions and serves particular interests. Many of the arrange-
ments that currently regulate global trade, for example, are more congenial to rich
people and rich countries than to poor people and poor countries, and they are

particularly congenial to large multinational corporations. But that is not how the
processes of economic 'globalization' are usuaily represented by mainstream
commentators in politics, business and the media. Even r,vhen globalization is not
presented as self-evidentiy a good thing, it is qpicallypresented as an inevitable thing,
with which governments, workers and consumers worldwide will have to learn to
cope rvhether they like it or not. 

)
Abstractions such as 'globalization' are to a significant degree grasped, ./-ie

real and noticeable to us, by their representation in langua{e.l Reaiiw ('how thines
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are in the world') is the most general'object' of which discourse 'pulports to speak',

and the central claim of CDA is that the way certain realities get talked or written

about - that is, the choices speakers and writers make in doing it - are not just random

but ideologically patterned. These choices do much of the rvork of naturalizing

particular social arrangements which serv'e particular intelests, so that in time they

may come to seem like the only possible or rational arrangements. However, the u'ord

choice here does not necessarily imply a deiiberate decision, or a conspilacy, to

represent the rvorld in misleading or self-interested rvays. From the standpoint ofthe

language systeffi achoice has been made (this'rvord or this sentence rather than that

word or that sentence), but from the standpoint of most ianguage-users on most

occasions, choice is not consciously an issue. Rather it appears obvious that this, and

not that, is the most natural and neutral way to describe a given phenomenon'

DISCOURSE AND TFIE CONSTRUCTION OF REALITY

The Glasgow lr{edia Group, who are sociologists rather than linguists but rvho

approach some aspects of language in quite similar wa1's to CDA practitionels, provide

a good illustration of naturalization through language in their early work on the media

reporting of industrial disputes (Giasgow Media Group 1980; Eldridge 1995). In a

sample of ner.vs reports dealilg with disputes over pay and conditions in the workplace,

they noticed a consistent pattern in the words that wele used to describe actions taken

by workers and labour unions on one hand and empioyers oI managers on the other.

The rvorkers were described as 'demanding' more money or bettel conditions, and

'threatening' to walk out if their 'demands''rvere not met; the employers were described

as 'offering' terms and as 'appealing' to v'orkers to accept their'offers'.

It would be possible to describe an industrial dispute by reversing this

pattern, saying for instance: 'the rvorkers offered to leturn to rvork in exchange fol a

5 per cent pay rise, but employers demandedthat they settle f<tt 2per cent'. I suspect,

hon ever, that most readers will find this rvay of putting the matter iess 'natural' and

less 'neutral'than the alternative. Attributing'offers' to workers and 'dernands' to

employers rvill strike many people as overtlv ideological, a clear sign that the speaker

is on the side of the workers. Taiking about workels' 'demands', hon'ever, will not

necessarily be seen as an ideological gesture of support for the emplo.vers. It just seems

like the obvious r,vay to talk about an industrial dispute. (One piece of supPorting

eviclence for this argument is that the Glasgolv N{edia Group found the pattern in

Britisii television news reporting, r,vhich is subject to a strict requirement of political

neutrality or balance: the BBC, for instance, evidently did not see its choice ofrvords

as 
.biased'.) But as the Glasgorv lv{edia Group pointed out, words Iike'demand' and

'threaten' carry overtones of aggression and menace, ryhereas r,r'ords like'offer'and
'appeal' suggest a more reasonable, conciliatory stance. The linguistic pattern found

in news reporting thus naturalizes a r.ierv of industrial disputes as arising from the

unreasonable and aggressive behaviour of rvorkers. News reporters do not say

explicitly that 'workers are responsible for industrial chaos', but their wa,vs of

describing realiq' implicitiy carry that meaning.

T
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In news reporting, only one discursive construction of lealitv is pr-esented

to the audience. In other kinds of discourse, by contrast, addressees are presented

with competing constructions of realiq-. A case in point is.judicial discourse. When a

rr'itness is examined in a courtroom, or a suspect is interrogated by police of6cers,

the overt purpose ofthe interaction is to establish rvho did r.hat to whom and rvith

what intentions. This is accomplished largely through discourse: the alleged criminal
act is not usually available for direct scrutiny, so judicial decisions regarding rvho did
rtfiat and why have to be based on the accounts people give after the fact. But since

judicial proceedings are adversarial, and there are conflicting interests at stake, the

accbunts given by different people n'ill often represent the 'same' events in different

wavs. The question this raises for critical discourse analysts is whether and hon'a
speaker's linguistic choices contribute to the judgement of their accolrnt as more oi
less credible than competing accounts.

The Canadian researcher Susan Ehrlich (1998) has examined this question
rn relation to a universiry disciplinary hearing and a subsequent court case dealing

with a complaint of sexual assault. Two women undergraduates had brought charges

against the same man, also a student, whom they previously kne*'as a casual acquain-

tance. In each case (the incidents took place two da1-s apart), the complainant reported

that she had invited the man back to her room, u,here he had then subjected her to

unwanted sexual acts in spite ofher clear unwillingness and repeated protests. As in
many proceedings dealing with sexual assault and rape, particulariy rvhen the alleged

attacker is knorr.'n to the victim, the defence put forward by the accused ('Matt') was

that the women consented to have sex. The proceedings thus turned on t$'o

competing constructions of realiry: the complainants' account, in which they rvere

forced to engage in sexual acts, and N1att's account, in which they engaged in those

acts voluntarily.
Whereas the Glasgorv N{edia Group's anal,vsis of industrial dispute reporting

focused on lexical (.vocabrslary) choices, Ehrlich's analysis of the judicial proceedrngs

focuses onrhe grammaticalresources used to construct a certain sequence ofevents

as consensual sex rather than assault. N{att and his representatives frequently choose

grammatical constructions whose effect is to downplay agency (the capacily to act

freely and autonomously). They avoid describing actions for which N{att was allegedly

responsible using grammatical constructions in rvhich he is the agent of an action

and the complainant's body or clothing is the object (e.g. 'I kissed her' or 'I took off
her srveater'). Instead they frequentiy choose grammatical constructions h.hich imply
shared responsibiiity and thus mutual consent, such as 'we u'ere fooiing around'
(a formula A{att repeats several times) and 'rve started kissing'. Sometimes Matt or

his lawyer uses 'agentless' constructions in which respon.sibiliry is expiicitly attributed

to no one. The larryer asks, for instance: 'I take it that the sweater was renovedl'
Forrnulating this question in the passive leaves it unclear whether lv{att removed the

woman's s\\'eater or rr.hether she removed it herself. The complainants by contrast

choose sentence structures that foreground Matt's agency: 'he took my shirt off and

. . . he unclasped my bra . . . and he pulled my pants down'. N{att does not deny that

the events referred to here actually occurred, nor that he participated in them, but by
using reciprocal and agentless constructions to describe actions like kissing, touching
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and removing items of clothing, he challenges the portrayal of himself as the aggressor

and the women as unwilling victims.

Ehriich points out that Matt's way of representing events fits with the

ideological belief that rape occurs because lvomen 'lead men on' - appear willing to
begin with, but then'change their minds'. In many judicial systems it used to be part
of the legal definition of rape that the woman must have shown 'utmost resistance'

to a man's sexual advances, and that an1'thing short of that might reasonably be

construed as consent. This is no longer written into the law, but it persists as a

common-sense assumption. Thus Nlatt explained to the tribunal that if a woman
'didn't say "no", didn't say "stop", didn't say, uh uh uh jump up and say "no I want
you to leave", I am assuming, OK? . . . that that is consent' (Ehriich 1998: 155).

The complainants operated on different assumptions. One of them explained

rvhy she tried to use persuasion to get lvlatt to stop rather than, say, pushing him away

and screaming for help, by saying she was afraid he rvould get angry and hurt her
if her resistance was any stronger. The women wanted the tribunal to understand

that when you are faced with an assailant whose demeanour is threatening and

rvho is physically stronger than you are, unequivocal refusals like 'no' and 'stop' may

be assessed as too risky. From the complainants' perspective their patent lack of
enthusiasm and their repeated attempts to persuade Matt to stop should have been

enough to communicate to him that they did not want to have sex: 'consent' for them
meant actively desiring sex rather than merely submitting to it. But rvhile this way of
understanding things rvould make sense within some interpretive frameworks

(feminist ones, for instance), the women were not able to make their construction
ofreality credible and convincing in the judicial setting. The proceedings turned on
questions about how ivlatt interpreted the women's behaviour and whether they had

done enough - that is, resisted strongly enough - to make it clear they did not consent.

The question of whether Matt's definition of consent was irsef reasonable did not
arise. Ehrlich sees this as one instance of a general phenomenon noted by the feminist

Iinguist Sally McConnell-Ginet: 'men (and dominant groups generally) can be

expected to have made disproportionately large contributions to the generally

available background beliefs and values on rvhich speakers and writers rely in their

attempts to mean' (1988: 9i). The outcome of the case, Ehrlich says) t'as to naturalize

a definition of sexual consent that sen es the interests of men rather than women.2

NlcConnell-Ginet's observation that what gets naturalized in discourse tends

to be the common-sense beliefs of dominant groups is also relevant for the study of
racism in discourse, as is Ehrlich's point that the beliets in question maybe presup-

posedin discourse rather than stated openly. The study ofracist discourse in CDA is
not usually the study ofthe propaganda produced by racist and fascist organizations,

whose members do state their prejudices openly. This kind of discourse may, of
course, be analysed critically, but as I have noted already, CDA has traditionally been

most concerned with uncovering 'hidden agendas'in discourse - and in overtly racist

discourse, the agenda is not hidden, but obvious. The crudest kinds of racist speech

and writing are, in addition, a 'fringe'phenomenon, for in most western countries

now tL ; a stigma attached to 'being racist'. Very few people are prepared to

say that -^..f rp.uk'as a racist'- even when they speak on behalfofgroups that are

racist by most people's definition. Recently even the Ku Klu-x Klan in the US has

'modernized' its image and based its public rhetoric on the notion that the

organization is 'for'white people, rather than 'against'Black people. The neo-fascist
political parties that have gained increasing public visibiiity and support in some

European countries (like Austria, France and ltaly) have recognized that their
legitimacy as mainstream political organizations depends on avoiding the extreme
language oftheir 1930s predecessors. In order to avoid being relegated to the fringe,
proponents of racist arguments must take care to distance themselves from the stigma

of'being racist'. Critical discourse analysts have taken an interest in how this is done

- that is, how racism is made'respectable' in mainstream discourse.

The Dutch critical discourse analyst Teun van Dijk has examined the repre-
sentation of race in mainstream sources inciuding press reports, speeches made in
European legislative assemblies, school textbooks, scientific and corporate discourse
(van Dijk 1987,199L,1996). One issue that is significant is the labellingof the groups
under discussion. It is characteristic ofdiscourse on race that discussion is framed in
a language of 'them' and 'us', with minoritv ethnic groups often marked as outsiders
by using terms like immigrants and foreigners. In some cases these descriptions are

factually accurate, but in many they are not, suggesting that facts are not the main
consideration influencing the choice of label. The European-born children of
immigrants, for example, are not themselves immigrants, since they did not migrate
from anywhere. Referring to them as such conveys that unlike others who were born
in a certain country, they do not really'belong' there. At the same time, the term
immigrant or foreigner avoids making direct reference to raciai differences, and does

not distinguish betrveen members of minoriry communities r,vho are structurally
disadvantaged (e.g. Turkish 'guest workers' in Germany) and professional expatriates
(who are typicaily white). This makes it possibie for the politician who argues for
more restrictive immigration iaws, or for the denial of rights to 'foreigners', to deflect

accusations ofracism by saying that the issue has nothing to do with race as such.

The following extract from a report in the British popular newspaper the Sun

illustrates a number of commonplace features of racist discourse (van Dijk 1996: 9B ).

BRITAIN INVADED BYAN ARMY OF ILLEGALS
Britain is being swamped by a tide of illegal immigrants so desperate for a job that

they will work for a pittance in our restaurants, caf6s and nightclubs.

lmmigration officers are being overwhelmed with work. Last year, 219f illegals'

were nabbed and sent back home. But there were tens of thousands more, slaving

behind bars, cleaning hotel rooms and working in kitchens . . .

lllegals sneak in by:
o DECEIVING immigration officers when they are quizzed at airports.
. DISAPPEARING after their entry visas run out.

' FORGING work permits and other documents.
. RUNNING AWAY from immigrant detention centres.

Source: Sun,2 Febrr ;l9Bg
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This report uses lwo metaphors nhich van Dijk found to be common in discourse

on the subject of immigration: immigrants are figured as an invading army or a 'tide'

threatening to'swamp'the native popuiation. Tlie advent of migrants is thus likened
to a military incursion or a natural disaster, which also suggests that fear and

tesistance are reasonable responses. Two other common features reproduced by the
Swt are high but vague numbers (undetected illegal immigrants are said to number
'tens of thousands') and the attribution of dishonest or criminal behaviour to the
group under discussion (cf. the verbs sneak, deceit,e, disappear, forge, run away).

As van Dijk notes, there are some surface indications of sympathy for the
plight of the illegal immigrants, who are described as 'desperate', 'working for a

pittance' and 'slaving'. However, he goes on to make the important point that what
is actuaiiy communicated by a text may not be oniy/exactly what is explicitly said in
that text. As we saw in Chapter 6, communication involves inference, and meaning
is produced by placing new information in the context of existing background
knowledge and established frameworks (sonre cognitive scientists call these 'scripts'

or 'schemas') for interpretation. Here the relevant framework is one in r,vhich

immigrants/foreigners pose a threat to the economic rvellbeing of native workers
because they are sufficiently'desperate' to work 'for a pittance'. In other u,ords, 'they

take our jobs'. This idea is sufficiently familiar from a whole history of racist discourse

that the report does not have to spell its relevance out: it can be'cued'by a couple of
significant lexical choices hke pittance and slaving.

Van Dijk points out that press reports on the subject of illegal immigration
very rarely make any reference to the employers n'ho knowingly take on immigrants
to work illegally, using their economic desperation and precarious legal position
to exploit them by paFng 'a pittance'. Logically, the actions of these employers are

as much a part of the 'probiem' - and just as much against the larv - as the actions of
the imrnigrants themselves. But in press reports the immigrants are consistently

foregrounded whiie the employers are backgrounded. The Sun article quoted above,

for instance, goes on to report that in one raid, immigration officials 'ended up taking
ar'r'ay 13 Nigerians, a1l employed illegally'. The grammar of this sentence deletes the

agent of the verb etnPloy, focusing on the Nigerians rather than the (presumabiy

British) businesspeople r.r'ho illegally employed them.

Both this analysis ofracist discourse and Susan Ehrlich's discussion ofsexual
assault proceedings illustrate that in analysing the ideological significance ofa text,

attention needs to be given not only to its surface linguistic features but also to 'lvhat

is norsaid, but is indirectly hinted at or presupposed as obvious. On 'sensitive' subjects

like immigration or sexual violence, speakers may actively avoid stating contentious

propositions 'on the record', relying on the ability of a competent addressee to
infer those propositions. For instance, in the report quoted above the Szn makes

no direct statement to the effect that immigrants are in unfair competition with natir-e

workers for a limited supply of jobs; that meaning emerges from an interaction

between what is in the text and what is ar.ailable to the reader from other sources.

Arnong the relevant sources are other texts: rather than treating each new text as a

separate and self-contained rnstance of communication, readers routinely make

connections befiveen the discourse they are dealing with no'lr' and the discourse they
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have encountered prer-iously. Over time, as we will see, relationships among texts and
discourses have become an increasing focus of interest in CDA.

In all the work we have looked at in this section, an important part of the
anaiysis is to demonstrate the existence ofconsistent p atterns in a textor set ofrelated
texts. Analysis, in other words, has to be systematic, and not just a matter of picking
out isolated examples for comment. It is not any one instance, but the repetition
of the same pattern in many instances and on many occasions, that does the work of
naturalizing a particular view of reality. of course, this argument does still raise
questions about how the significance of a gir.en pattern should be interpreted, and
whose interpretation should be privileged. I will return to that issue at the end of the
chapter.

DISCOURSE AND SOCIAL CHANGE

During the 1980s and 1990s, a nurnber of critical discourse analysts, notably the
British linguist Norman Fairclough, turned their attention to a rather different kind
of project from the ones we have looked at so far. Their examination of ianguage
and power' or 'language and ideology'broadened out into an investigation ofthe role
of discourse, and the manifestation ln discourse, of ongoing and significant social
changes which were increasingly being discussed by 'critical' theorists across
disciplines.

The i980s and 1990s have been analysed as a time rvhen the social and political
order that had been established after the Second World lVar was radically and
irrevocably changed. The fall of communism and the ending of the Cold War benveen
two globai superpowers (the US and the USSR) coincided with, and enabled the
spread of, a new political consensus based on liberal democracy and free market
capitaiism. Capitaiism itself took new forms as the movement of capital across

national borders u'as deregulated by governments which subscribed to a free market
ideology. Together with the 'information revolution' made possible by new computer
technology, the removal of restrictions on free movement of capital ied to the
development of a global market system beyond the control of any one nation state.

In many western countries, the free market also became a model for non-capitalist
institutions such as hospitals, schools and universities. In Britain, for example, the
National Health Service (NHS) began to be managed as if it r.vere a business - not
to make a profit, but because of an assumption that all orsanizations work better
lvhen run on market principles. Users ofpublic services rvere increasingly treated as

if they were 'customers' (even when, as in the case of Britain's NHS, most peopie had
nowhere else to take their'custom').

What has any of this to do with discourse analysis? One answer is that social
changes of this kind and magnitude are bound to manifest themselves in all areas of
social life, including the way people communicate; thus studying the discourse in
which people communicate during a period of major social change is one rvay of
study'ing change itself Another answer is that if an institution wants to change the
relations it has traditionally had with people - for instance, to recast hospital patients

1t
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or universir.y students as'customers'- then one of the things it has to do is instruct
them in their new roles and relationships by changing the rvay it addresses them.

Not only does this put them in the position of 'customers' in particular exchanges,

arguably it has the more generai effect ofencouraging them to think about hospitals

or universities in a'consumerist' frame, while discouraging the use of an older, 'public

ser-vice' frame. From this point of view, the emergence of new kinds of discourse is

not oniy a consequence of social change, but also an instrument of social change.

Norman Fairclough has argued (see especially Fairclough r99Z) that a number

ofgeneral tendencies representing social change can be discerned in contemporary
institutional discourse. One of these, which goes along with the adoption of the

capitalist free market as a model for all kinds of transactions, is a tendency for
discourse genres which were once primarily 'inf<rrmational' to become more
'promotional'- they are no longer designed simply to 'tell', but also to ,sell. One salient

rvay in which the shift is expressed is through the incorporation into non-commerciai
genres of features from the genre of commercial advertising. An example Fairclough

has examined by comparing earlier and later texts is the British university prospectus.

Recent prospectuses have much in common with advertising brochures in their
appearance and the language they use: the reader deciding where to study is now

positioned as a 'customer', for whose business the university must compete by
drawing attention to its 'selling points'. Earlier prospectuses read very differently.
They inform readers about the courses on offer, the admissions requirements, and

so on, but pay less attention to framing this information in ways designed to appeal

to the reader as a consumer.

Another notable development is the incorporation of 'therapeutic' discourse

(the kind oftalk found in therapy or counselling contexts) into genres which have

no therapeutic function, such as job selection and appraisal interviews. Interviewees

may be invited to talk about their personal attributes and feelings, strengths and

weaknesses, and so on, as ifthe goal ofthe encounter were selfiunderstanding and

self-development, and as if interviewees were like clients interacting with helping

professionals rather than subordinates being judged by their superiors.

This kind of borrowing from one genre of discourse to another is sometimes

discussed in CDA using the notion of intertextuality, which is itself a term borrowed
from the study of literature and other forms of artistic production. Most works of art

are not 'original' in the sense ofbeing totally unlike and unrelated to any other works

of art; rather they are full of allusions to and echoes of the works that Preceded them.

These ailusions create'intertextual' (between texts) relationships: in alluding to other

texts, an author can transfer something of those texts' qualities and their cultural
signiflcance into his or her own tert.r Simiiariy, the informational document which

alludes to advertising in its use oflanguage (and other features, such as layout and

graphic illustration) creates a sort ofintertext or generic hybrid. It is neither purely
an advertisement nor purely a digest of information, but has some of the qualities -
and some of the meaning - of both.

A very general development to which Fairclough has called attention is a shift

ar,vay fror pal and impersonal modes of address, which affects both rvriting and

speech. Iri ...,t, Fairclough suggests that there is a general tendency for institutional

discourse, both written and spoken, to make intertextual reference to the kind of
discourse that is least'institutional': ordinary casual conversation.

Consider, for example, a telephone conversation in which I recently
participated (I did not tape-record it, but wrote it down immediately afterwards.
Underlining indicates emphatic stress):

Caller: hi this is Robcrta from fname of a local newspaper] how're vou doin
today

DC: fine thanks but the person you want isn't here

The purpose of this call was to sell the person whose house I .rvas staying in a

subscription to the local newspaper. It was, in other words, a business (sales) call,
and has some of the features one would expect in a business call (for instance,
the caller states her affiiiation to the newspaper in her first turn). The exchange
also, however, has some features that are more llpical of a personal call made by
one friend or acquaintance to another. The caller uses oniy her first name, and she
chooses a greeting formula typical ofcasual conversation (hi). Moreover, instead of
introducing her business at the earliest opportunity, she finishes her first turn by
uttering a formulaic enquiry ('how're yeu doin today'). In the part of the US where
the exchange took place, 'how are you doing?' is as likely to be a greeting as a 'genuine'
enquiry, but either way it is the first part of an adjacency pair, which requires the
addressee to take the floor and produce an appropriate response. so Roberta's uttering
this formula both involves me in the exchange and defers the point at which she ivrll
have a chance to move into the actual business ofthe call. Just as in a conversation
between friends, we are apparently in no hurry to get to the point here. In fact, Roberta
and I are totai strangers, but her way of addressing me implies that she knows and
cares about me. Had it not been for the mention of the newspaper she works for
I might even have thought that I actualiy did know her, and racked my brains trying
to remember rvho she was.

Of course, the mention of the newspaper gave the game away: as my contri-
bution to the exchange shows, I knew that this was a sales call by the end of the opening
turn. I was not confused by Roberta's incorporation of conversational features like
first naming and informal pronunciation (hov're, doin), orbyher failure to state her
business upfront, because lhese have become ubiquitous strategies in sales and service
encounters. They exemplify an aspect of the more general 'conversationaiization'
of discourse which Norman Fairclough has dubbed 'synthetic personalization'. As
Fairclough explains it:

One finds techniques for efficiently and nonchalantl,v'handling' people rvherever one
iooks in the public institutions of the modern world. EqualJy, one finds rvhat I shall
refer to as synthetic personalisation, a compensatory tendency to give the impression
oftreatingeachofthepeople'handled'eflmasseasanindividual.Exarnpleswo"!,]be
air travel (,have a nice day!), restauants (Welcome to Wirnpy!) and the sirr d
conversation (e.g- chat shows) and bonhomiewhichlitter the media. (1989: 62r /
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Institutional encounters tend to differ from ordinary conversation between

acquainted persons (see Chapter 7), because the participants'talk is designed to
accomplish institutional goals rather than to carry on a personal relationship between

individuais. However, Roberta in the example above simulates personal conversation
in her call to me, a stranger, because she believes, or has been instructed by her
ernployer, that constructing personal rapport u.'ith a prospective customer is an

effective rvay of accomplishing her institutional goal, which is to sell. I am more likely
to buy, the theory goes, if i feel i am being treated as an individual, &1 an individual.
If the seller can draw me into quasi-personal conversation using formulas like 'how're

you doin today' which oblige me to respond similarly, I will find it more dif6cult to
rebuff her at a later staee.

What are the linguistic markers of sl.nthetic personalization in discourse? One

is the frequent use of names, especially first names, and another the use of pronouns
I and you. There is a preference for informal styles and registers, which connote a
higher degree of intimacy or soiidariry than more formal ones. These strategies could
be analysed as examples ofpositive poiiteness - that is, the kind ofpoliteness that says

'I iike you' rather than the kind that says 'I don't mean to impose on you' (see Chapter
6), and po.sitive politeness in general is extensiveiy used in synthetically personalized
talk. Roberta, for instance, does not make use of a negative politeness strategywhich
is sometimes used in sales talk, where the salesperson apologizes for taking up.the
customer's time or asks if s/he may have a moment of their time. Rather she says 'horv

are you doing today', a move that invites me to take up her time by replying.

In research on the reguiation of spoken discourse in service workplaces
(described in Cameron 2000a, 2000b), I found a variety ofpositive politeness strategies

being incorporated into scripts, routines and rules for speaking to customers, with
the aim ofpersonalizing interaction. For instance, workers may be advised to create

rapport by shorving empathy (that is, the abiiiry to feel u,ith as rveii as for another)
using minimal responses and 'mirroring' statements. One insurance company tells

employees who deal with claims relating to traffic accidents that they should respond
to the customer's account of what happened by saying things like 'that must have

been very distressing for you'. In other contexts, it is suggested that employees should
tell the customer lvho has a problem or a complaint: 'I know exactly what you mean'
or 'the same thing happened to me', responses which use the positive poiiteness

strategy of 'ciaiming common ground'. Empathy can aiso be displayed in the nuances

ofintonation and voice quality. One text on the subject of'customer care' advises: 'lf
a customer comes across as cold and diffident, convince yourself that beneath the
surface is a lvarm, caring, loving human being. Try to reach that suppressed warmth
by injecting emotional warmth into your own words.'

It is not entirely clear what ideological meaning should be ascribed to
the tendency for institutional talk to borrorv features of 'ordinary' conversation.
It could be argued that this is a manifestation in discourse of the commitment
that now exists in contemporary lvestern societies to conducting social relations
on a basis of equality and solidarity rather than status and social distance. On
this view, institutions are adjusting to, or playing their part in, a generai shift away

from the formal and hierarchical relations of the past, 'lvhich are no longer felt to
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be appropriate, or tolerabie, in a modern democracy. It could also be argued, horver.er,
that conversationalizing institutional encounters tends to ml,stify the real nature of
those encounters: it reinforces the widespread belief that socier,v is becoming more
egaiitarian, and so obscures the continued existence of hierarchy and inequality.
The boss who addresses employees in a friendly, informal conversational style is
stili, in fact, their boss. The intervierv befween a job candidate and a prospective
employer, or a client and a social rvorker, or a student and a teacher, may resemble a

casual chat, but it is not a casual chat: one party is being judge,J, the other is doing
the judging, and their encounter will have material consequences for the less powerful
participant.

One side-effect of conversationaiization is to foreground the issue of sinceritl,
in institutional and public discourse. when institutional encounters become person-
alized, and when institutional representatives are routinelv encouraged to project
positive feelings towards the strangers they deal with, the question arises of r.vhether
the feelings they express are'sincere'. someone rvho greets you with a courteous
'good morning' does not lay claim to much in the rvay of sincerely felt emotion,
but a greeting like Roberta's 'how're s doin today?' may prompt the customer to
formulate the unspoken question, 'what's it to you?'. IrIany customers on the receiring
end of sprtheticaily personalized talk complain about its patent insinceriq', rvhile for
the producers ofthis kind oftalk, the work invoh'ed in creating an in:pression of
sincere concern for the custorner can be a source ofstress (see cameron 2000a).

Sales and service talk are not the only kinds ofinstitutional discourse in which
sincerity is an issue, The critical media discourse analyst Ir,{artin Montgomery (1999)
remarks on the increasing emphasis on sincerity in more formal kinds of public
discourse too. The case he discusses in detail is the reception of\rarious public tributes
to Princess Diana following her death in a car accident in 1997. Many commentators
praised the sinceriry of a tribute paid on television by the British prime I"{inister Tony
Blair, rvhile a television tribute paid by the Queen was felt to lack a certain authenticiw
and emotional depth by comparison.a one commentator noted that although
the Queen was 'clearly moved' she was also 'very composed'. A member of the pubric
asked to comment bv a reporter assessed the speech as 'very good', but then
said: 'i hope it's true that she feels it you knor.v and these are her o.rnn u,ords and
nobody else's' (Montgomery 1999: 15-16). It appears then thar the eueen,s tribute
'lvas received as a performance, rvhich left some room for doubt as to whether she
was expressing her true feelings in her orvn words. Tony Blair's tribute evoked no
such doubts; but this cannot be because Blair was not 'performing', for it is very
unlikely that a prime minister addressing the nation on such an occasion rvould
not have thought in advance about what he was going to say. As Montgomery
notes, horvever, the use ofsincerity as a criterion for judging public speech demands
a kind of performance that conceals its own status as a performance. Rather like the
Pentecostalists whose discourse we examined in chapter 5, who claimed that their
inten-entions rvere inspired by the workings of the Holy spirit, 'sincere' speakers are
understood to be moved by their feelings at a particular moment. If they are obr"iously
performing - rvhich implies planning or calcularion - their sinceriry may be called
into question.
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The value placed on sincerity in public speaking, lv{ontgomery argues, is

largely a product of the rise of television, an 'intimate' medium which gives viewer

access to the emotions of those who address them (for instance, by showing facial
expressions in close-up). If Tony Blair's tribute was judged 'more sincere' than the

Queen's, that may be because Blair, whose public persona was formed in the age of
teievision, is more skilled in meeting the demand for an intimate, personalized and
apparently spontaneous form ofaddress on camera. By contrast, the Queen acquired
her public speaking skills before television became such a dominant medium. She

belongs to a tradition in which formal public speech was judged mainly on the criteria
of appropriateness or 'decorum'. A'decorous' public speaker utters those sentiments
which it is conventional to express in a given situation, but does not set out to create

intimacy with the audience or engage in displays of spontaneous feeling. In this
tradition of public speaking, it is more important to observe social convention than
to express individual emotion. In her tribute to Diana, the Queen did mention feelings

of shock ar-rd grief, but her speech was delivered in a decorous ('composed') manner
which did not convey the same strength of feeling as Blair's performance.

ACTIVITY: 'SPEAKING SINCERELY' ABOUT THE DEATH
OF PRINCESS DIANA

This activify focuses on the spoken discourse characteristics that distinguished Blair's

tribute to Princess Diana as an exemplar of sincerity in public discourse. In line with
the general preoccupations of critical discourse analysis, it also asks what kind of
ideological work is being done by the choices Blair makes in his speech. The transcript
is reproduced from Martin Montgomery's article (1999: 6) and the comment$ that
foilow it are also based largely on Montgomery's analysis.

AGTIVITY
Read the transcript below and consider the following questions. You should complete this

activity before you read the discussion that follows it.

.1 How and to what extent does Tony Blair's speech exemplifv 'conversationalization',

importing characteristics of casual, unplanned conversation into a more formal/

institutional speech event?

2 What features of the speech are suggestive of a more 'rhetorical', highly planned and/or

formal kind of discourse?

3 How is emotion displayed in the speech?

4 ln the light of your answers to the questions above, what do you think people were

responding to in the speech when they characterized Tony Blair as 'sincere'?

5 Tony Blair is not just reacting to Diana's death as a private individual but also addressing

the nation as a political leader. How is that signalled in the way he consiructs his tribute,

and what ; ideological effect?

CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

Transcript

Transcription conventions: (2.5) pause measured in seconds (.) hearable pause less thar
0.2 seconds, / tone unit boundary 

- 
tonic syllable (syllable carrying a tone, i.e. pitch

movement),' prominent (stressed) but non-tonic syllable

BBC: Prime minister can we please have your reaction to the news
BLAIR: (2.5) I feel like / everyone 'else in tlis 'country todalr t (0.3) | ggrerly / (0.7)

/ rleyastated / (3.3) / our'thoughts and grgycrs are / with / (.) princess

Di'ana's family i ( 1.0) in partieular / her two / ( 1.5) sons / the two boys /
(.2.5) lottr 'hearts go out to thln / (3.5) / we'are today / (2.2) a sation/ (0.8) /
in Erilain / in a'state of shock / (1.5) / in mourning/ (0.5) ln I (t.Z) g'ief
(1.3) / that is so deeply painfirl for us I @.0) I she / (f .2) / was a wonderful /
(1.3) / and a'warm human leing / (3.5)

[sercral lines omitted]

/ you know uh / (0.3) / how difficult things/ were for her / (.) from 'time to
time / ( 1.1) / I'm 'sure we can only guess at / but (2.7) l the peofu l (.)
I everywherc I (.) /not just / here in Britain/ cverywhere I (I.3) lthey 'kept
faithwith Princess Diana l(1.0) / theyliked her / theyloved her I (2.4) lthey
regalded her / (0.6) /as'one of the pgqple / (3.0) / she was / the 'people's
princsss / (4.0) / and that's how she win / (1.5) / stay / 'how she will reqail /
(2.3) lin our hearts / (.) / and in our memories t (1.0) I for wer / (3.0)

Martin Montgomery suggests that the most obviously'conversational'feature of the
speech transcribed above is its lack of fluency. It is a markedly hesitant performance,
containing many long pauses; furthermore, the pauses occur, as they would in casual
unplanned speech, not only at major boundaries but also benveen smaller units of
discourse. Blair's delivery thus iacks the degree of fluency we generally associate with
planned performance, and this contributes to the impression that he is in the grip of
strong emotions. That impression is reinforced by Blair's explicit references to
emotional states, which are described in such 'extreme' terms as 'utterly devastated',
'in a state of shock', 'so deeply painful'.

The Queen's tribute - made in a live television broadcast, but on the eve of
the funeral rather than immediately after the announcement of the news - gives a

very different impression from Tony Blair's, as the foliowing extract illustrates
(Montgomery 1999: 14,transcription conventions as above):

QUEEN: / I hope that / tomorrow / we can all / wherever we are i (1.0) / join in
expressing our gie:fi (.) at Diana's loss I (1.0) land gratitude / (.) for her all
too short life I (2.2) I itis a chance / (0.5) / to show / to the whole world /
(0.5) i the British / nation / un:itgd I in gie! I (.) and respssr''r.5i

)
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This passage consists of two complete sentences, which are also grammaticaiiy
complex, containing multiple clauses: the Qrreen's syntax thus suggests a higher
degree of planning than Blair's. Her delivery is also much iess hesitant: the only pauses

longer than one second mark the two sentence boundaries (and although I have

reproduced only a short extract from the whole text, Montgomery finds the same

pattern throughout). The longest pauses in Blair's tribute (especially the first part
of it) are also used to mark major grammatical boundaries, but the fact that he also

inserts relatively long pauses in other positions makes his delivery sound more
spontaneous and less calculated. Many of his pauses sound like pure hesitation
phenomena, r'vhereas rnost of the Queen's have rhetorical functions to do lvith rhlthm
and emphasrs.

N{ontgomery remarks on the way Blair repeatedly uses parallelism ('they liked
her/they ioved her'; 'in a state of shock/ in mourning/ in grief; 'how she will stay/

how she n'ill remain') where the terms shift from weaker to stronger (e.g. liketo
lorc) and.lor from iess to more forrnal (e.g. stay to renmin). He also uses a number
of conventional fonnulas, like'our hearts go out to them'and'a wonderful and a

warm human being' (which is a parallelism as well as a clichd). These are rhetoricai
techniques, common in many genres of verbal art, which might well suggest advance

pianning. At the same time, ordinary unplanned discourse tends to be repetitive
and formulaic: even ifBlair is using parallelism for rhetorical effect, it does not detract
from the overall impression of spontaneity. The Queen's use of parallelism (for
instance 'grief (.) at Diana's loss and gratitude (.) for her al1 too short life') is, once

again, more markedly rhetorical - Nlontgomery calls it 'measured', and links it with
the tradition of public speaking which emphasizes decorum rather than overt
emotional display. The paired terms are explicitly co-ordinated with and, and in the
case .iust quoted even the pattern of pausing and stress is exactly the same in both
phrases.

Roth the absence of marked hesitation and the 'measured' use of rhetoricai
devices probably contributed to the assessment of the Queen as 'very composed'. No
doubt it is reasonable for a tribute delivered several days after the event to be more
'composed' than one delivered only a short time after hearing the nervs. Nevertheless,

it seems that some hearers found the Queen's pertbrmance /oo composed, and
equated her measured rhetoric with a lack of deep and sincere feeling.

The political/icleological aspect of Blair's discourse that Montgomery singles

out for comment is the rvay the Prime Minister constructs himself as voicing a

collective response to the event on behalf of the whole British nation. He immediately
aligns his personal reaction rvith the reaction ofthe country at large: 'I feel like every-

one else in this country today'. His characterization of his o\{n response to Diana's
death - 'utterly devastated' - thus has the covert function oftelling his audience how
they are or ought to be feeling. From then on the pronouns that predominate in the
speech are first person plural ones, we and our. This tends to imply that the attitudes
expressed b,v Blair are cogrmon to the nation as a whole: for instance, that his
invocation of religious belief ('our thoughts and pra1,gy5'1 and his assessment of the
late princess as 'a wonderful and a rvarm human being' will naturally be shared by
his compatriots.
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Towards the end of the extract Blair shifts to the pronoun r/re1, denoting

people'not just here in Britain'but'everywhere', who 'liked fPrincess Diana], they

loved her, they regarded her as one ofthe people'. The word peoplels ideologically

interesting here: Blair has not previously used it in connection with the nation,

and when it occurs in the phrases 'one of the people' and 'the people's princess' it
clearly does not mean just 'British people', but something more like 'ordinaly people

evernvhere'. It is significant that Blair puts emphasis on the 'ordinariness' of Diana'

A princess is by definition not ordinary, not just 'one of the peopie': the relationship

of 'the people' to royalty is symbolically one of feudal subjection, not democratic

equalitv. But byju-rtaposing contradictory ideas in the phrase 'the people's princess',

Blair implies that Diana, by contrast with other real or h)?othetical princesses,

managed to be both ordinary and exceptional, simultaneously'one of them' and'one

of us'. Here it is rvorth recalling that Diana's death occurred at a moment rvhen other

members of the British roval family \^'ere attracting criticism for being arrogant,

rernote and out of touch lvith their ordinary subjects. By emphasizing that Diana was

different, and that she rvas loved by people everywhere because ofit, Tony Blair could

be seen as d.iscreetly taking a position in the ongoing debate about the monarchy.

PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATION

It 1\'ill be seen from the examples discussed in this chapter that CDA has developed

over time, in terms both of its theoretical framework and of the kinds of phenomena

it is interested in, but it remains essentially a form of textuai analysis' Tlpicallv

it invoives (a) finding a regular pattern in a particular text or set oftexts (involving

leris, grammar, modes of address, intertextual relations'n'ith other texts and genres,

etc.), and then (b) proposing an interpretation of the Pattern, an account of its

meaning and ideological significance. Arguments about nfiether the proposed patteln

is actually there or not ale in most cases fairly straightlolward (though analvsts are

sometimes accused of looking at too ferv examples and giving too littie weight to

counterexamples), but the interpretations proposed by CDA have led to contlol'ersy.

What is the evidence, critics ask, that these are the 'correct' interpretations and not

iust meanings which the analyst is 'imposing' on the data because of her or his own

ideological commitments (e.g. to sociaiism, feminism, anti-racism' and so on)?s

Practitioners of CA, for exampie, argue that an interpretation is not 'correct'

if it cannot be shown to be the interpretation of the participants themseh'es. What

an utterance means is what participants take it to mean, and what they take it to mean

is evidenced in their response to it. But this assumes that the data consists of

interaction among participants, in which they will har.e the opportunity (or indeed,

the obligation) to demonstrate their understanding of a previous speaker's turn in

their orvn next turn. When the text being analysed is something composed for

presentation to a mass media audience, by contrast, the analyst will not be able to

make reference to any evidence in that text of how the audience understands it. The

question arises, then, ofhon,to'vaiidate'a particular analysis. Do a1l readers ofthe

Sun, for example, pick up on the presuppositions about immigrants which are
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identified in van Dijk's analysis of BRITAIN INVADED By ARlt{y oF ILLEGALS?
Did everyone who heard rony Blair's tribute to princess Diana feel equally implicated
by his representation of Britain as a nation wracked by shock, grief and pain?

A student in one of my ciasses once remarked that the srn's description
of immigrants using'criminalizing'verbs such as sneak, deceive, disappear, forge, run
away remtnded him of the prisoners in the film The Great Escape, who are not
presented as despicable criminals but as resourceful heroes. Ifwe did not know certain
'extra-textual' facts about the editorial politics ofthe sun - for exampie that it has a
history of opposing non-white immigration to Britain - could we not read the report
as expressing admiration for illegai immigrants who outwit the authorities? This
student's challenge exemplifies a not-uncommon kind of scepticism towards cDA.
E'en if a critic does not suspect analysts of having their own 'hidden [political]
agendas', s/he may argue that since texts can support an infinite variety ofreadings,
and we do not have independent access to the intentions ofthe text producers, it is
impossible to 'prove' using discourse analltic techniques that a text exempiifies a
particular ideological stance.

A number of things could be said in response to this challenge. First of ail,
the 'infinite variery' argument should not be taken too far, for clearly it is not true
that texts support any reading the analyst might care to produce. As Jenny Thomas
points out (1995; and see chapter 6 above), meaning-making involves interaction
betn'een the reader and the text: the text puts limits on what the reader can do with
it. )ust as 'how are things, Scott?' could not reasonably be taken by scott as a proposal
of marriage, so BRITAIN INVADED ofters nothing to the ana\.51y7ho wants to claim
that the sun reproduces sexism, or homophobia, or an obsession with football.
To anyone familiar with the sar these are all quite piausible claims, but they find no
support in this particular piece ofdiscourse.

Second, it is important, as I have said already, to pay close and systematic
attention to the tvhole text, bearing in mind that it may contain internal contra-
dictions. The BRITAIN INVADED texr may appear simple, but on inspection it offers
more than one framg for interpretation. As we noted above, some lexical choices
(desperate, pittance, slauing) suggest a frame in which the immigrants are victims of
exploitation; this is in tension with the frame in which they thernselves are expioiting
the host society (signalled by metaphors of invasion and swamping). There is aiso a
slight undercurrent of'jokiness' (cf. colloquial expressions Iike nabbedand sneakin),
which appears at odds with the serious point about the 'problem'of illegal immigra-
tion. A convincing analysis of this text would have to acknowledge there is linguistic
evidence for severai contrasting stances: the issue would then be hor.v to decide what
effects the juxtaposition has and which, if any, is the dominant interpretive frame.

On that issue, tve would sureiy acknowledge some arguments as better than
others (i.e. it is not'just a matter of opinion'). For example, someone who argued
that the dominant frame was an 'anti-immigrant' one might point to the significance,
in this genre (that is, popuiar tabloid news reporting) ofthe headline, as that part of
an article rvhich most clearly sets its agenda (in this case, not an agenda s),rnpathetic
to the im.' -ants). This rvould be a discourse analltic argument, relating the text to
general p /ties of its discourse genre (the importance of headlines in traming news
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reports is widely accepted by analysts of media discourse). Another kind of potentially

relevant argument might be based on statistical evidence about what frame dominates

the reporting of race and immigration issues in popular news texts generally. This

kind of evidence derives not from close linguistic analysis of a smail corpus of texts

but from 'content analysis' ofa large corpus. Content analysts have claimed (and van

Dijk reports a similar pattern in his own fairly large corpus of racist discourse) that

news reports dealing with minoriry ethnic groups are overwhelmingly fiamed in terms

of problems, particularly crime and violence (rather than, say' the enterprise and

cuitural contributions of migrant groups). This obsen'ation could be adduced to

support the argument that BRITAIN INVADED is most likely to be placed in the

'immigrants are a problem' frame, that being the flame most familiar to Sun readers

from previous experience.

Even then, though, it has to be conceded that there is always Potential for

r.ariation in the reception of a text by its actual readers. To describe the ideological

frame(s) a text offers is not to say (and certainly not to'prove') that all or most

recipients actually interpret it in a particular way. As my sceptical student's 'Great

Escape' challenge shorvs, it is not impossibie that someone could read BRITAIN

INVADED and think 'good for the illegal immigrants!'. (Or, 'I blame the employers',

or 'what a skilful piece of racist journalism', or any number of other things.) What

the analyst has to explain is why a number of different meanings (but not, as noted

eariier, just any meaning whatsoever) can be made from the same text. Explaining

this could involve teasing out internal contradictions in the text, but it could also

involve making use of insights from pragmatics which take us beyond the text.

Pragmaticists argue that rariations in interpretation are an inevitable consequence of

the fact that communication involves inference, and inference requires the mobiliza-

tion of background knowledge, which may differ significantly from person to person

- or \rary systematically among groups of people. The text itself remains the same,

but if different recipients bring different assumptions and beliefs to the process of

making meaning frorn it, the result will be differing interpretations.

This point is iilustrated in ulrike Nleinhof and Kay Richardson's study of a

teievision documentary series titled'Breadline Britain', whose subject was poverly in

Britain in the 1990s (lvleinhof and Richardson 1994). Meinhofs textual analysis

of 'Breadline Britain' is supplemented by Richardson's account of an audience study

in which she investigated horv particuiar viewers of the programme interpleted

and judged its representation of poverty. Richardson set up focus groups in which

people watched and then discussed selected parts of the series. The groups'r,vere made

up of members of several pre-existing organizations, including a branch of the

Torvnswomen's Guild (a social organization for middle-class women), a Citizen's

Advice Bureau (a voluntary organization providing free advice on various social

and legal problems) and a 'grass-roots' support group for single parents. Richardson

found that these different groups produced differing interpretations. The Towns-

women were more inclined to think that the Programme presented poverly to{)

uncritically, that the people shown were not 'really' poor or that their Poveltv was

the consequence of their orvn inadequacy, than either the Citizen's A" ':':e Bureau

volunteers, who had encountered many poor people in their advice s ]rs, or the
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single parents, many of whom had experienced poverty themselves. rv{eaning, t}ren,
was not only in the text itself, but was affected by what vielvers brought to bear on it
from their own knowledge and experience.

Of course, Richardson does not ciaim to har.e uncovered the entire range of
possible interpretations of the text. Her study telis us oniy about the interpretations
produced by the particular groups in her sample (and it may also be relevant that
those groups were interacting in a particular context, that of a research encounter
- I discuss this issue further in chapter 10). Nevertheless, the focus group study
enables fuchardson to say something about the meaning and ideological significance
of'Breadline Britain' for a selection of reai viewers in a concrete situation. The
members of Richardson's groups may not represent 'everyone', but thev do represent
sotlleone, rvhereas the idealized reader ofmany purelv textual analyses is open to the
criticism that s/he represents no one, and has simpiy been invented for the analyst's
convenience.

CDA has tended to prompt particularly sharp criticism because of its openly
'committed'agenda, which challenges the orthodox academic belief in objective and
neutral clescription. But you do not have to be opposed to committed scholarship per
se to find some of the criticisms levelled against cDA worth taking seriously. In this
discussion I have attempted to argue that reading offthe ideological signiflcance of
discourse on the basis oftextual anaiysis alone is a problematic proceeding. I have
suggested that the analysis is enriched, and the risk ofmaking overly subjective or
sweeping claims reduced, by going beyond the single text to examine other related
texts and to explore the actual interpretations their recipients make of them. This
latter point reflects a principle that informs the discussion throughout this book, since
it is central to the study of language in use: all discourse, and al1 communication, is
fundamentally interactive. In the next chapter, we rviil consider the implications of
that for social researchers who work r.vith spoken discourse.

SUGGESTIONS FOB FURTHER READING ABOUT
CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

There is no single'orthodox'version ofcDA, and to get a sense ofthe range ofwork
done under this heading, readers should iook at the rvork of more than one schoiar
or 'tendenc.v'. carmen caldas-coulthard and Iv{alcolm couithard's collection Tercfs
and Practices (1996) contains r.'ork by a number of analysts, including some of the
best-known names but also represen.ting some diversity of national and cultural
contexts. one approach that has become influential, particularly in the uK, can be
tracked through the various works ofNorman Fairclough (1989, lgg2, l 995a, 1995b),
while another very influential figure is Teun van Dijk (1987, 1991,1993). Though
cDA has adherents in many parts of the world, it is better knorvn and more widely
practised in Australia, continental Europe and the uK than it is in the us. one us-
based discourse analyst u'hose work is broadiy in the 'critical' tradition is James paul
Gee, whose approach is outlined in his book An Introduction to Discourse Analysk
(leee).
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Finally, a general issue which readers may have found themseives pondering

at various points in this chapter is the relationship between languag,e, thought and

reality. The postulate of'linguistic relativity' (what we take to be real is 'relative' to

the language we use to represent it) is obviously relevant to the project of CDA' As

Nlichael Stubbs (1997) observes, CDA rervorks the classical relativist idea that

different languages may lead their speakers to embrace radicaliy different worldviews,

suggesting that different patterns of usage in a single language ma,rt have a similar

effect. For readers who want to pursue this much-disputed issue at a more theoretical

level, thoughtful recent treatments oflinguistic relativiry include Lucy (1992) and

Gumperz and Levinson (1996).

NOTES

I There are, ofcourse, other media ofrepresentation, and 'naturaiization' can occur through

r"isual images, or through a combination of language and images. The idea of 'famine'as

a kind ofnatural disaster, caused by food shortage ratirer than the global economic systt\ps

that distribute resources unequall,v, has probably been constructed as much by images of
stan'ing children in television reports on famines as bv any amount of talk or llritten t€xt.

2 The disciplinary panel found that N{att's behaviour had fallen short of the standards

expected in the university community, but rejected the proposal that he should be expelled

(instead theybarred him from universigv dormitories). In court N{att was fonnd gui}gv on

one count of sexual assault but acquitted on the other.

3 As an example, consider the Quentin Tarantino movie Pulp Fiction. 'Pu1p fiction' rvas the

disparaging name given to the sort of'trashy' novels (e.g. about crime) t'hich rvere printed

on very cheap paper (hence'pulp') and rvere popular in the first halfofthe twentieth

century- The movie is not a novel, nor does it belong to the period of pulp fiction, nor is

it trash (it is artfulll'made and became a critical success), but titling it Pulp Fictionpotnts

the viewer u.ho 'gets' the reference to the possibility that Tarantino is rervorking, in a

different time and medium, the conventions of the pulp fiction narrative. Thus the cultural

meaning of 'pu1p fiction' becomes part of the meaning of Pulp Fiction. (And possibll- rice

versa, for people who encounter the earlier genre after they har.e seen the Tarantino movie.)

4 A third tribute, the eulogy delivered at Diana's funeral b1'her brother Earl Spencer,

attracted some controversy. While its sincerity was rt'idely remarked on (indeed certain

passages were applauded by the congregation - a verv unusual occurrence at a fi,rneral in

Westminster Abbey), some commentators found it inappropriate to the occasion, because

it did not just praise the dead princess but also criticized various parties (including

iournalists, paparazzi and the royal family) for the w'ay they had treated her in life

5 One critic w-ho has pursued this issue vigorously is Henry Widdorvson (see in particular

Widdorvson 1995). The journal in rvhich Widdowson's critique of CDA appeared

subsequently published a response from Norman Fairclough and a further reioinder b,v

Widdowson. This exchange can be found in vols 4 and 5 of Language and Literature. For

a more slrnpathetrc critical discussion ofcDA see stubbs (1997).
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